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Abstract: Here we describe some properties of nucleic acids, which observed in ‘atypical” experiments. So, we show that
physical and chemical properties of nucleic acids depend on dissolved gases. We show particularly that thermal
hyperchromism of DNA depends on dissolved oxygen and (or) air. It has been showed most importantly the thermal
hyperchromism does not observe for DNA degassed solutions. Here we also demonstrate the difference between some
chemical properties of nucleic acids in degassed solutions and in solutions saturated with hydrogen or oxygen. We illustrate too
the difference between physical and chemical properties of nucleic acids in the homogenous and gradient-containing solutions;
the last case we offer as approximation of the conditions, in which the nucleic acids exist in vivo.
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1. Introduction
In most cases don't pay attention to the presence of gases
in the solutions of nucleic acids (NA). Accordingly, does not
take into account the effect of these gases on
physicochemical properties of aqueous NA, in [1]. In
particular, the effect of dissolved air (and, obviously, oxygen)
on the thermal stability of DNA in the melting experiments is
mostly ignored. It is not acceptable, because:
1. The typical DNA working solutions are oxygen or air
containing;
2. The content of these gases in DNA working solutions is
very variable;
3. The oxygenation of DNA solutions accompany to their
UV hyperchromism, in [2,3].
Separately need to say about hydrogen, because its donors
(glucose, fats, etc.) and carriers (NADH, FAD, etc.)
widespread in the cytoplasm, nucleus and mitochondria.
Need to taken also into account that intestinal gases contain ~
75% hydrogen and, as rule, don’t contain oxygen.
For these reasons, we finished that the influence dissolved
gases on the physical and chemical properties of NA need to
study.
Discretely need to discuss the selection of buffers.
Analyzing scientific literature can to conclude that buffers,
using by the study of NA, are various, in [1]. So, researchers,
which studied the interaction between NA and aromatic dyes,

used solutions with different pH (from 5.5 to 8) and ionic
strengths. In particular, were used: 0,2 M acetate buffer, рН
5, in [4], MES-buffers of different concentrations, рН 6,2, in
[5-6], 0,01 М phosphate
buffer, рН 7, in [7-8], 0,1 М deuterated phosphate buffer,
pD 6,6, in [9], 0,1 мМ Tris-HCl-buffer, pH 8, in [10], 1 mM
acetate buffer, рН 6, 4 – 6 %-ethanol-containing, in [11], 1
mM acetate buffer, рН 7, in [12], 1 mM Na-cacodylate
buffer, рН 7, 0,5 mМ Na2EDTA containing, in [13], etc.
It should be noted that the selection of buffer authors have
traditionally not motivated. As a result; there were obtained
the numerous results that cannot be compared, because the
state and properties of aqueous NA, as known, strongly
depend from their environment, that is, from the composition
of NA solutions.
The most part the physical and chemical properties of NA
in the homogenous solutions are researching, in [1,14]. It is
not good enough, because in vivo NA exist mainly in the
gradient-containing systems. In particular, the concentration
of Na+-ions in the nuclei of somatic cells mammalians 10
times more than in cytoplasm, in [15-19]; consequently, in
vivo DNA and RNA of mammalians exist in the systems
containing two phases with different concentrations of Na+ions.
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2. Main Body
At first we supposed that physical and chemical properties
of NA have been depended on dissolved gases. To verify this
supposition we studied influence of dissolved gases both on
thermal UV hyperchromism of DNA and on interactions
between NA and phenazine.
At second we supposed that properties of nucleic acids in
the homogenous and gradient containing solutions have a
difference. This supposition was also verified experimentally.

3. Materials and Methods
DNA was purchased from Fluka (Switzerland).
DNA was dissolved in 10–3 M citric buffer, pH7, in [1].
To degas, DNA solutions (20 °С) were stored at pressure ~
13 mmHg during one hour.
To gases saturation, DNA solutions (20 °С) were bubbled
with gases; gases were supplied at 1,05 atmospheric pressure,
for half an hour, in [2,3].
The water with exactly air contain we obtained by mixing
exactly volumes de-aerated and fresh distillated water. (The
air-contain in the de-aerated water we received at a 0 % and
in the fresh distillated water – at a 100 %.) For example, the
water with 40 % to air was obtained by mixing of 40 ml
fresh distillated water and of 60 ml de-aerated water.
Thermal melting of DNA was organized in correspondence
with [20,21].
R. U.

The magnitudes of thermal hyperchromism of DNA
solutions h (%) were determined by the formula:
h (%) = [A260 (95°С) – A260 (20°С) / A260 (20°С)] • 100%,
where: A260 (95°С) – absorbance of DNA solution at 95°С;
A260 (20°С) – absorbance of DNA solution at 20°С.
UV absorption spectra were recorded using Specord UV
VIS (Carl Zeiss Jena, Germany).
A260 of DNA solutions were recorded using СФ-46
(LOMO, Russia).
To demonstrate the difference between properties of NA in
homogenous and heterogeneous solutions, we used 2,7dimethoxi-10-N-oxyd-5-methylphenaziniumperchlorate. This
dye altered the color in the interaction with NA (fig. 2,3).

4. Results
4.1. Influence Dissolved Air and Oxygen on Uv Absorbance
Heated DNA Water Solutions
4.1.1. DNA Thermal Hyperchromism in Solutions with
Different Content of Oxygen
We found that heating the DNA degassed solutions does
not alter their absorption in the range 220 – 300 nm (fig. 1A).
It was also found that heating the saturated with oxygen DNA
solutions follows a noticeable UV hyperchromism: 100 –
150 % (fig. 1B).
R. U.
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Fig. 1. A. UV absorption spectra of DNA dissolved in an oxygen-free buffer: 1 – at 20°C; 2 – at 95°C.B. UV absorption spectra of DNA, dissolved in a buffer
saturated with oxygen: 1 – at 20°C; 2 – at 95°C.

The UV absorption spectra were obtained for DNA
solutions by simply recording at temperatures below (1) and
above (2) its melting temperature (Tm ~ 75 °C). The spectra
were not processed (!).

4.1.2. DNA Thermal Hyperchromism in Solutions with
Different Content of Air
As we expected the DNA thermal hyperchromism depends
also on dissolved air (table 1).
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Table 1. The thermal hyperchromism of DNA solution with different air contain.
The air content in DNA solution, %
0
20
40
60
80
100

Thus, we showed that:
UV thermal hyperchromism of DNA depend on dissolved
oxygen and (or) air;
UV thermal hyperchromism of DNA has been observed
only for the oxygen or air containing DNA solutions.
Since the UV thermal hyperchromism of DNA solutions
reflects the conformational change of DNA, particularly a
disruption of base-stacking interactions, in [1,21], can to
declare that in oxygen-free solutions DNA is thermo-stabile
(fig. 1A) and in oxygen-containing solutions DNA is thermolabile (fig. 1B).

The thermal hyperchromism of DNA solution, %
0
7–9
12 – 14
16 – 18
24 – 28
38 – 43

4.2. The Influence Dissolved Gases on the Interaction
Between NA and Cationic Phenazines
The interaction between NA and phenazine natural or
synthetic origin are exploring a long time, in [11-13].
However, the effects of dissolved gases on such interactions
have traditionally not take into account. This is strange,
because the existing hypotheses imply such an impact, in
[22,23]. Implying such an impact, we found the following
relationship (table 2), in [24].

Table 2. The influence of hydrogen and oxygen on interaction between NA and cationic phenazine-N-oxides.
Dissolved gases
Н2
Н2
О2
О2
after evacuation
after evacuation

NA
DNA
RNA
DNA
RNA
DNA
RNA

Interaction between NAand phenazine-N-oxides
+
+
–
–
+
+

Thus, we established that the dissolved gases influence
both on the physical and chemical properties of aqueous NA.
Based observed dependence can to particularly assume that
the properties of the NA from cells of the lung and, for
example, intestinemay differ significantly.
In our view, these spectral effects can reflect a DNA
modification by ROS, which appears during the heating of
DNA solutions.
4.3. NA in Gradient-Containing Solutions

NA

1

2

3

Fig. 2. In presence of colorless NA (1) the yellow 2,7-dimethoxi-10-N-oxyd5-methylphenaziniumperchlorate (2) has colored in red (3). This reaction is
reversible: at [NaCl] ≥ 0,2M the red color solution, containing the products
of interaction between phenazine and NA (3), changes into yellow (2).

Interaction time, min.
~0
15 – 20
∞
∞
~0
20 – 40

It is known that interactions between cationic phenazines
and NA did not occur in homogenous solutions with [Na+] ≥
0,2M, in [11]. We observed this dependence on concentration
of
Na+-ions
for
2,7-dimethoxi-10-N-oxyd-5methylphenaziniumperchlorate too (fig. 2).
However, in the solutions, containing the gradient
(0,1M/1,0M) of sodium salt (NaCl or NaH2PO4), DNA and
2,7-dimethoxi-10-N-oxyd-5-methylphenaziniumperchlorate
interact in the phase with 1,0M of salt and did not interact in
the phase with 0,1M of salt (fig. 3, left). Conversely, in these
gradient-containing solutions RNA and selected dye interact
in the phase with 0,1M salt and did not interact in the phase
with 1,0M salt (fig. 3, right).
Need to say that after their homogenization, other
gradient-containing solutions recovered the yellow color in
the full volume.
One more chance to watch the difference between the
properties of NA in the homogenous and heterogenous
solutions was obtained by us in using HCl solutions. Near the
start we observed that NA and cationic phenazine-N-oxides
does not interact in the homogeneous solutions with рН ≥ 5
(10–5M), in [22]. In a short time we found that in gradientcontaining solutions of HCl (0,01M/0,1M or 0,1M/1,0M)
DNA and cationic phenazine-N-oxides interact in the phases
with high concentrations of acid and did not interact in the
phases with low concentrations of acid. We also found that
RNA and cationic phenazine-N-oxides interact in the phases
with low concentrations HCl and did not interact in the
phases with high concentrations of acid.
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Thus, we found that interactions of NA in the
homogeneous and heterogeneous solutions have a difference.
In this connection, need to repeat again: we used the
gradient-containing solutions as an approximation to the
native conditions of existence NA.

DNA

RNA

The arrows are pointing at the border between the phases with different
concentrations sodium salt
Fig. 3. In the solutions, containing the gradient (0,1M/1,0M) of sodium salts,
the DNA interacts with 2,7-dimethoxi-10-N-oxyd-5-methylphenazinium perchlorate in the lower phase with 1,0M of salt (left) and RNA – in the higher
phase with 0,1M of salt (right).

5. Conclusions
Both physical and chemical properties of aqueous NA
depend on gases dissolved in solution of NA.
The properties of NA, dissolved in homogenous and
gradient-containing solutions may differ significantly.
Therefore, in studying the properties of NA should be used as
homogenous and heterogeneous solutions; last – as modeling
natural surroundings NA.
Bringing the heterogeneous composition of the NA
working solutions to their natural environment, we can more
fully explore their properties in vivo.
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